We show that strong spatial mixing with a rate faster than the growth of neighborhood implies the existence of efficient perfect samplers for spin systems. Our new resampling based algorithm bypasses a major barrier of previous work along this line, namely that our algorithm works for general spin systems and does not require additional structures of the problem. In addition, our framework naturally incorporates spatial mixing properties to obtain linear expected running time. Using this new technique, we give the currently best perfect sampling algorithms for colorings in bounded degree graphs and in graphs with sub-exponential neighborhood growth.
Introduction
Spin systems model nearest neighbor interactions of complex systems. These models originated from statistical physics, and have found a wide range of applications in probability theory, machine learning, and theoretical computer science, often under different names such as Markov random fields. Given an underlying graph G = (V, E), a configuration σ is an assignment from vertices to a finite set of spins, usually denoted by [q] . The weight of a configuration is specified by the q-dimensional vector b v assigned to each vertex v ∈ V and the q-by-q symmetric interaction matrix A e assigned to each edge e ∈ E, namely,
A e (σ(u), σ(v)).
(
The equilibrium state of the system is described by the Gibbs distribution, where the probability of a configuration is proportional to its weight. The central algorithmic question of spin systems is under what conditions we can efficiently sample from the Gibbs distribution. One (conjectured) general criterion is the spatial mixing property, which roughly states that correlation decays rapidly in the system as distance increases. It is widely believed that spatial mixing (in some form) implies the rapid mixing of the Gibbs sampler, which is a local Markov chain that converges to the Gibbs distribution. However, rigorous implications have only been established for lattice graphs [25, 6] or neighbor amenable graphs [12] .
We provide further evidence to this conjecture by presenting a new class of sampling algorithms. Unlike Markov chains which can only approximate the Gibbs distribution, our algorithm produces a perfect sample from the Gibbs distribution when it halts. Moreover, the expected running time of our sampler is linear in the size of the system, if the correlation decays more rapidly than the growth of the neighborhood. In particular, since lattice graphs and neighbor amenable graphs have sub-exponential neighbourhood growth, in these graph families our sampler is a direct strengthening of aforementioned results [25, 6, 12] from approximate sampling to perfect sampling. Theorem 1.1 (informal). For any spin system with bounded maximum degree, if strong spatial mixing holds with a rate faster than the neighborhood growth of the underlying graph, then an efficient perfect sampler exists with expected running time linear in the size of the graph.
For the formal statement, see Theorem 2.3 and Theorem 7.3. We remark that although perfect sampling algorithms have been obtained using techniques such as the Coupling From The Past (CFTP) method of Wilson and Propp [28] on Markov chains (see the monograph [19] for a survey), the implementations and analyses of these sampling algorithms are often ad hoc on general spin systems, especially on non-monotone systems. To the best of our knowledge, no technique is known to turn rapid mixing results to perfect sampling bounds in general spin systems, especially in the spatial mixing context.
Our perfect sampling technique can be applied to general spin systems, which is a main shortcoming of the previous perfect sampling algorithms [28, 9, 18, 16, 7] , and also makes connection between efficiency of perfect sampling and spatial mixing property.
The algorithm starts from an arbitrary configuration X ∈ [q] V , which can be viewed as sampling from a trivial distribution. The algorithm then gradually transforms this distribution to the Gibbs distribution µ. To achieve this goal, a pair (X, R) of configuration X and set R ⊆ V of problematic variables (initially, R = V ) is maintained by the algorithm, such that in each step the current pair (X, R) is transformed to a new pair (X ′ , R ′ ) by a resampling subroutine. A key invariant property satisfied by the resampling subroutine is the conditional Gibbs property formalized in [7] : conditioning on any R ⊆ V and X(R) = σ, X(V \ R) follows the correct marginal distribution of µ on V \ R conditioning on σ.
In every step, the algorithm attempts to reduce the size of R while keeping the conditional Gibbs property satisfied on the pair (X, R). When R = ∅, the algorithm terminates, and the correctness of sampling is guaranteed by the conditional Gibbs property. This paradigm of having a random configuration with set of problematic variables renewed by a resampling subroutine, has been used in partial rejection sampling [16, 14, 15, 13] and dynamic sampling [7] , and implicitly in [9] . Furthermore, the invariant of the conditional Gibbs property ensures that the sampling algorithm is correct even when the input spin system is dynamically changing with time [7] . The discussion of this dynamic sampling perspective of our result is postponed to the full version of the paper.
The main technical contribution of our algorithm is a novel resampling procedure that utilizes the spatial mixing property. All previous resampling algorithms [9, 16, 14, 15, 13, 7] fall into the paradigm of rejection sampling, where a new sample is generated, usually from the old sample by independently resampling a subset of variables, and (part of) the new sample is rejected with some probability dependent of the new sample. In contrast, in our algorithm, the filtration is executed before the generation of the new sample, with a bias independent of the new sample. Such new way of sampling deviates from the rejection sampling paradigm and is a major novelty of our algorithm.
Specifically, given a configuration X ∈ [q] V with a set R ⊆ V of problematic variables satisfying the conditional Gibbs property, we pick an arbitrary u ∈ R and attempt to "fix" it, i.e. to eliminate u from R while still satisfying the conditional Gibbs property. A natural operation one might consider for this is to take the ℓ-ball B = B ℓ (u) centered at u with a suitable constant radius ℓ, and resample the configuration X(B) according to the correct marginal distribution of µ conditioning on the current boundary X(∂B). This is inspired by the heat-bath block dynamics. Unfortunately, it fails to produce the correct sample satisfying the conditional Gibbs property. Surprisingly, we discover that this natural resampling step can be made correct by just applying an additional step of filtration before the resampling, such that the filter succeeds with a probability inversely proportional to a marginal probability at u conditioning on the current boundary X(∂B) of the ball, and upon failure of the filter, the sphere ∂B is included into the new R in order to ensure the correctness of resampling. This new algorithm guarantees the correctness of sampling by invariantly satisfying the conditional Gibbs property. Furthermore, the failure probability is bounded by the spatial mixing property. We want these failures to be sufficiently rare to compensate the inclusion of the sphere so that the expected size of R decays in every step, and this is why our algorithm requires the spatial mixing rate faster than the growth of the neighborhood.
While our algorithm works for spin systems in general, it still requires a rather strong notion of spatial mixing to be efficient. Weaker forms of spatial mixing are known to imply rapid mixing of the Gibbs sampler for some particular systems, such as [27] . If by "efficient" we allow algorithms whose running times are high degree polynomials and depend on the degree of the graph, then indeed even weak spatial mixing corresponds to the optimal threshold for efficient samplability in anti-ferromagnetic 2-spin systems [32, 22, 29, 30, 10] . It remains to be an interesting open problem whether spatial mixing implies the existence of efficient samplers in general, and whether these samplers can be perfect.
For the most part of the article, we will illustrate our algorithm using a concrete combinatorial problem, namely list colorings of graphs. The adaptation from list colorings to general spin systems is straightforward and is explained in Section 7. We also specialize our main results to list colorings, stated in the next section.
List coloring and our results
Let G = (V, E) be a graph and [q] = {1, 2, . . . , q} be a set of q colors. Suppose each vertex v ∈ V is associated to a list of colors The list coloring is a special case of spin system, where in (1) we take
∀e ∈ E, c, c
Let Z I denote the number of proper list colorings in I. We use µ I to denote the uniform distribution over all proper list colorings, formally,
if σ is a proper list coloring; 0 otherwise.
Our goal is to draw perfect samples from the distribution µ I . We show that strong spatial mixing with a rate faster than the growth of neighborhood implies the existence of efficient perfect samplers for list colorings in graphs. We first define the conditional marginal distribution for list coloring. Let I = (G, [q], L) be a list coloring instance, where G = (V, E). 
Here, w stands for weight, which is 0/1 for list colorings but will be more general in Section 7. With this notation,
We assume the following condition holds for the list coloring instances considered in the paper, which states that a proper coloring exists given any partial coloring. to denote the marginal distribution at v projected from
= ℓ} denote the sphere of radius ℓ centered at v in G. We define the following strong spatial mixing condition on a family of list coloring instances. 
(with the convention 0/0 = 1).
In Condition 2.2, if two colorings σ and τ disagree on the set D, then the effect of this difference has on the marginal probability at v is bounded by 1 5|S ℓ (v)| . This condition implies that the strong spatial mixing holds with a rate faster than the neighborhood growth for I. Our main theorem shows that the perfect sampler exists under this condition.
For any class of graphs with sub-exponential neighborhood growth, i.e. |S ℓ (v)| = exp(o(ℓ)), Condition 2.2 holds when the spatial mixing in (5) holds with exponential decay rate. Here the condition of sub-exponential neighborhood growth |S ℓ (v)| = exp(o(ℓ)) is related to, but should be distinguished from, the notion of neighborhood-amenability in [12] , which asserts
The decay of correlation in (5) (a) − 1 , in contrast to the more standard definition of strong spatial mixing [32, 11] , where the decay of correlation is measured additively, in total-variation distance
. We argue that this multiplicative form of decay in (5) should not be substantially stronger than the standard notion of strong spatial mixing with decay in total variation distance. Some major evidences for this include: (1) the SSM usually holds with respect to logarithmic potential functions [1, 32, 11] ; (2) in [8] , a local self-reduction is constructed to show that for self-reducible classes of spin systems, SSM with additive error can be boosted to the SSM with multiplicative error.
We say a family of list coloring instances L is closed under edge deletion if for any instance There exists an algorithm which given any list coloring instance
where n is the number of vertices, ∆ G is the maximum degree of G, and O(·) hides an absolute constant.
The O q 2∆ ℓ G factor in the running time is contributed by the cost for calculating partition functions on ℓ-balls and their extremal values with boundary conditions. The heat-bath block dynamics also has the similar overhead on the running time. We bound this cost with a naïve estimation with brute force algorithm. One can improve the reliance on ∆ G in the running time if cleverer subroutines are used for calculating partition functions on ℓ-balls. For instance, if the ℓ-balls have small treewidth, the algorithm in [33] can be used for this task.
Our main theorem can be generalized to general spin system. The general algorithm is deferred to Section 7.
As concrete examples that satisfy Condition 2.2, we introduce the following two conditions. Recall that ∆ G denotes the maximum degree of graph G.
Condition 2.4. There exists a constant C such that for any
Condition 2.5. There exist constants C, C ′ , and ε such that for any
and the graph G satisfies the following "sub-exponential growth" property
We verify in Section 6.2 that either Condition 2.4 or Condition 2.5 implies Condition 2.2 using the strong spatial mixing result of Gamarnik, Katz, and Misra [11] . Thus, by Theorem 2.3, we have the following corollary. Under Condition 2.4, our result improves upon the previous bound of q ≥ ∆ 2 G + 2∆ G by Huber [18] for proper q-colorings in graphs. We are not aware of any other perfect sampling algorithm specialised to graphs with sub-exponential growth that are comparable to our result under Condition 2.5. One could also work out other conditions under which Condition 2.2 holds and our algorithm applies, using for example strong spatial mixing results in triangle-free graphs [11] .
A closely related problem is to sample almost uniform proper q-colorings [20, 5, 17, 26, 4] , which only requires that the output distribution and the Gibbs distribution µ I are sufficiently close in the total variation distance. The standard approach to this task is to use Markov chains. If q ≥ ( 11 6 − ǫ 0 )∆ G , where ǫ 0 > 0 is an absolute constant, then the flip Markov chain mixes in O(n log n) time [31, 2] . We refer interested readers to [2] for a comprehensive and up-to-date survey on using Markov chains to sample colorings. Also, if G is triangle-free and q ≥ α∆ G + β, where α ≈ 1.763 is the positive root of x exp(−1/x) = 1 and β is a constant depending on α, then a polynomial-time sampler exists [23] via Barvinok's interpolation method and the standard reduction between counting and sampling [21] . However this sampler's running time has an exponent linear in log ∆. Comparing to these results, our algorithm draws perfect samples and achieves O(n) expected running time, at the cost of requiring many more colors.
Notations and preliminaries
, L) be a list coloring instance, where G = (V, E). For a (possibly empty) subset Λ ⊆ V and a (not necessarily proper) coloring σ ∈ [q] Λ , recall that S Λ←σ I is the set of proper list colorings on V \ Λ that are consistent with σ, which is defined in (4). We often write S σ I for short if Λ is clear from the context. For two partial colorings σ and σ ′ defined on disjoint subsets Λ, Λ ′ ⊂ V , let σ ⊎ σ ′ be the partial coloring on Λ ∪ Λ ′ . We also use S Let µ σ I denote the uniform distribution over S σ I . For any subset R ⊆ V \ Λ, let µ σ R,I denote the marginal distribution over colorings of R projected from µ σ I . Formally,
More generally, define the following "pseudo marginal probability"
Note that κ σ R,I may not form a valid distribution over [q] R . For any τ ∈ [q] R , the marginal probability µ σ R,I (τ ) equals κ σ R,I (τ ) with the additional checks that τ satisfies the list coloring rules with respect to σ, namely
where w · ·,· (·) is defined in (3). Moreover, as µ σ R,I is a distribution, we have that
The following "conditional independence property" is straightforward to verify for both µ · · and κ · · . (
(σ B ),
A special case is when R = {v}. We simply write w σ v,I , µ σ v,I or κ σ v,I for w σ {v},I , µ σ {v},I or κ σ {v},I . In this case, the relationship between µ σ v,I and κ σ v,I simplifies into
where Γ G (v) is the neighborhood of v in graph G.
Perfect list coloring sampler
We give a new algorithm for the Perfect Random List Coloring problem, described below. We assume an arbitrary ordering of the vertices. The initial coloring X is an arbitrary list coloring (not necessarily proper) and R = V . 1 Algorithm 1 keeps calling the subroutine ReSample to update (X, R) until R = ∅ and an output is found. The key to the correctness of Algorithm 1 is that X is always uniform over all proper list colorings consistent with the partial coloring on R.
We give the subroutine ReSample(X, R, u) next. Let R u denote the vertex set R \ {u}. Let G = (V,
Let ℓ ≥ 2 be a constant that we will choose later. Define the subset
Recall (6). For any coloring σ ∈ [q] S on S, let
Note that if I satisfies Condition 2.1, then K (σ) > 0 is well-defined. The subroutine ReSample(X, R, u) is given in Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2: ReSample(X, R, u) Input: an integer parameter ℓ ≥ 2; 1 let S = S ℓ (u) \ R u be constructed as (10) and
The choice of ℓ ≥ 2 affects the efficiency of Algorithm 1 and will be given in Section 6. If I satisfies Condition 2.1, we have that K max ≥ K(X(S)) > 0. Thus, the random variable F ∈ {0, 1} in Line 2 is well-defined. If F = 0, then in Line 4, the algorithm updates X on subset B = B ℓ−1 (u)\R u , using µ
X(V \B) I
which is the uniform distribution over S
(recall (4)). Otherwise we enlarge R by S. A degenerate case is when S ℓ (u) = ∅. In this case P[F = 0] = 1 and we will always update on B.
Essentially, K(X(S)) is the possible bias caused by directly resampling X(B) from µ
given X(S). We use a filter F to eliminate this bias in Algorithm 2, with the cost that if the filter fails, R will be enlarged by S. Balancing the probability of F = 1 and the size of S is the key of getting an efficient algorithm, and this depends on choosing an appropriate ℓ. We remark that the filter F in Line 2 cannot be moved to the end of Algorithm 2 (which would be more aligned with rejection sampling). If we do so, then when the filter failed, namely, F = 1, the boundary condition of V \ R would be changed and the distribution is no longer what we desire.
Correctness of Algorithm 1
In this section, we prove the correctness of Algorithm 1. Recall that µ I is the uniform distribution over all proper list colorings in I. Let I be the input list coloring instance and (X, R) ∈ [q] V × 2 V be the random pair maintained by Algorithm 1. The following condition is the "loop invariant" of (X, R).
Condition 5.2. For any R ⊆ V and σ ∈ [q] R , conditioned on R = R and X(R) = σ, the random coloring X(V \ R) follows the law µ σ I . Note that Condition 5.2 is about the pair (X, R). It does not require that X conditioned on any partial coloring σ follows the law µ σ I , but rather only colorings on R.
Lemma 5.3. At any step of Algorithm 1, the random pair (X, R) always satisfies Condition 5.2.
Upon termination, it must hold that R = ∅. Lemma 5.3 guarantees that the output X follows the law µ ∅ I = µ I . This implies Theorem 5.1. To show Lemma 5.3, first notice that the initial random pair (X, R) = (X, V ) satisfies Condition 5.2. This gives us the base case. 2 Furthermore, consider the transition
where u ∈ R is the smallest vertex in R. Then Lemma 5.3 follows from the following lemma. Proof. Fix a subset R ⊆ V and a coloring ρ ∈ [q] R . Let C denote the event
Since (X, R) satisfies Condition 5.2, we have that
Recall that F ∈ {0, 1} is defined in Line 2 of Algorithm 2. Depending on whether F = 0 or not, we have two cases. We deal with the simpler case of F = 1 first. In this case, R ′ = R ∪ S and X ′ = X. Recall that S S ℓ (u) \ R u is defined in (10) . The random variable F depends only on the partial coloring X(S) ⊎ X(R). For any coloring σ ∈ [q] S , conditioned C and X(S) = σ, the event F = 1 is independent from X(V \ (R ∪ S)) = X(V \ R ′ ). Thus, by (12) , conditioned on C, X(S) = τ , and F = 1, we have that X(V \ R ′ ) ∼ µ ρ⊎σ I . It implies that (X ′ , R ′ ) satisfies Condition 5.2. Now we turn to the main case of F = 0. In this case R ′ = R \ {u} = R u and X ′ (R u ) = X(R u ) = ρ(R u ). Hence, we only need to prove that
Fix a coloring τ ∈ [q] V \Ru . The color on u is fixed conditioned on C as u ∈ R. Recall that G is obtained from G by deleting all the edges {u, v} for v ∈ R u ∩ Γ G (u). We define the following two sets:
where B ℓ−1 (u) is the ball of radius ℓ − 1 centered at u in G. In other words, B is the set whose coloring is resampled, and H is the set whose coloring is retained, namely, X ′ (H) = X(H). Denote two events:
Note that B ⊎ H = V \ R u . By the chain rule, we have the following equation (τ (B) ). Hence,
As X ′ (H) = X(H), (12) implies that
To finish the proof, we need to calculate P[F = 0 | C ∧ A 1 ]. This will be handled by the following claim, whose proof is deferred to the end of the section. (14), (14) and (16) implies that
, we see that the coefficient above is
Combining the two cases shows (13) . 
{v,w}∈E v∈H,w∈R
H,I (τ (H)). This proves (15). Next we show (16). Suppose
As S ⊆ H, by the chain rule, (τ (H \ S)) > 0. Both LHS and RHS in (18) are positive. Combining (17) and (18), it remains to prove that
Recall that A 1 is the event of X ′ (H) = X(H) = τ and S ⊆ H. By (11) and the definition of the random variable F, we have that
Since µ (6) and (7), the following two equations hold: 
Combining (20), (21) and (22) yields
, which proves (19).
Efficiency under strong spatial mixing
In this section, we analyze the running time of the perfect list coloring sampler (Algorithm 1). The following theorem immediately implies the efficiency result in the main theorem (Theorem 2.3).
Theorem 6.1. Let L be a family of list coloring instances that is closed under edge deletion. Assume L satisfies Condition 2.2 with some integer ℓ * ≥ 2. Let the parameter ℓ in Algorithm 2 be set so that ℓ = ℓ * . Then for any input list coloring instance I = (G, [q], L) ∈ L, the expected running time of Algorithm 1 is at most
To prove the efficiency result in Corollary 2.6, we need the following lemma. Let L be a family of list coloring instances. We use L * to denote the closure of L under edge deletion, i.e. L * is the minimal super-family of L that is closed under edge deletion. θ ⌉ + 3. By Lemma 6.2, L * satisfies Condition 2.2 with this ℓ * ≥ 2. Note that ℓ * = ℓ * (C) or ℓ * = ℓ * (C, C ′ , ε) and q, ∆ G ≤ C. Since C, C ′ , ε are constants, ℓ * , q, ∆ G = O(1). By Theorem 6.1, if the parameter ℓ in Algorithm 2 is set so that ℓ = ℓ * , then given any input I ∈ L * , the expected running time of Algorithm 1 is at most O(n). Note that L ⊆ L * . This proves the efficiency result in Corollary 2.6.
The rest of this section is dedicated to the proofs of Theorem 6.1 and Lemma 6.2.
Proof of Theorem 6.1
Assume that ℓ = ℓ * in Algorithm 2. Denote by T the number of times that Algorithm 2 is called by Algorithm 1. To prove Theorem 6.1, we bound the maximum running time of Algorithm 2 and the expectation of T in the following two lemmas.
Lemma 6.3. The running time of Algorithm 2 is at most O(q 2∆ ℓ G ).
Note that the running time of the first two lines in Algorithm 1 is O(n∆ G ). Combining this with Lemma 6.3 and Lemma 6.4 proves Theorem 6.1. The rest of this subsection is dedicated to the proofs the two lemmas.
Proof of Lemma 6.3. Recall that S = S ℓ (u) \ R u . We first show that for any
, where O(·) hides an absolute constant. Recall (11) . Let G = G[R∪ B ℓ (u)] and I be the instance restricted to G. By Proposition 3.1,
to enumerate all possibilities and compute K(σ) using (23) . Since |S| ≤
The total running time for the first two lines of Algorithm 2 is at most O(q 2∆ ℓ G ). Another non-trivial computation in Algorithm 2 is to sample X(B) from µ X(V \B) I
. Similar to (23) , conditional independence implies that this can be done by straightforward enumeration in time O(q ∆ ℓ G ). The total running time of Algorithm 2 is thus O(q 2∆ ℓ G ).
Remark 6.5. We could tweak Algorithm 2 to reduce its running time to O(q ∆ ℓ G ). The idea is that instead of calculating K max , we may simply compute K(X(S)) and use Claim 6.6 below to get an upper bound K upp of K max . Then we use K upp instead of K max in the definition of F. It is straightforward to check that Algorithm 1 is still correct with this tweak.
We now prove Lemma 6.4. We will use the assumption that I ∈ L, and L is a family of list coloring instances that is closed under edge deletion and satisfies Condition 2.2 with ℓ = ℓ * ≥ 2.
We claim the following lower bound on Pr[F = 0]. The proof is deferred to the end of this subsection. 
is constructed by the first two lines of Algorithm 1. In each step, Algorithm 2 updates (X t−1 , R t−1 ) to (X t , R t ). For any t ≥ 0, we use a random variable Y t |R t | to denote the size of R t . The stopping time T is the smallest integer such that Y t = 0.
For any 1 ≤ t ≤ T , we have that
(by Claim 6.6)
We now define a sequence 
where the second inequality is because
Proof of Claim 6.6. Recall that S = S ℓ (u) \ R u . It suffices to show that for any two
As the only difference between G and G is the edges between u and R u , for any i ∈ [q]
, and therefore
where
(a)
where the last equality is due to (9) and that u is not adjacent to R u ∪ S in G.
Moreover, the disagreements of τ 1 and τ 2 are contained in S ⊆ S ℓ (u). Thus, for any i ∈ L(u), by Condition 2.2,
.
It implies that
This finishes the proof since |S| ≤ S ℓ (u) .
Proof of Lemma 6.2
In [11, Theorem 3], Gamarnik, Katz, and Misra established the best known strong spatial mixing result for list colorings in bounded degree graphs. This is almost what we need, except that we want to control the decay rate under Condition 2.4. Going through the proof of [11, Theorem 3] and keeping track of the decay rate, we have the proposition below. Let I = (G, [q], L) be a list coloring instance, where G = (V, E). Given a vertex v ∈ V with neighbors v 1 , v 2 , . . . , v m in G, an index 1 ≤ i ≤ m and two colors j 1 , j 2 ∈ [q], the pinning of I is a new list coloring
is the subgraph of G induced by V \ {v} and L ′ is obtained from L by removing the color j 1 in L(v k ) for k < i and removing the color j 2 from L(v k ) for k > i. Let L be a family list coloring instances. We say L is closed under pinning if for any I ∈ L, the instance
where B = B(q, ∆ G , χ). By Condition 2.4, we can set χ = (∆ G − 1) 2 + 2. Hence B = B(q, ∆ G ) depends only on q and ∆ G . Note that q,
where A = A(C) = 2B max > 0 and θ = θ(C) = ln
> 0. Suppose L * satisfies Condition 2.5. With the same notation as the case above, by Corollary 6.8, we have that for any subset
where B = B(q, ∆ G , χ). By Condition 2.5, we can set χ = ∆ G + 1.
for some A = A(C, C ′ , ε) > 0 and θ = θ(C, C ′ , ε) > 0.
General spin system
In this section, we generalize the perfect sampler for list colorings to general spin systems. Let G = (V, E) be a graph and [q] a finite set of spins. Suppose each vertex v ∈ V is associated to a vector b v ∈ R q ≥0 and each edge e ∈ E is associated to a symmetric matrix A e ∈ R q×q ≥0 . A spin system instance is specified by the tuple
The weight of each configuration σ ∈ [q] V is defined as
where the partition function Z I is defined as
We first generalize the notations in Section 3 from list coloring to spin system. For a (possibly empty) subset Λ ⊆ V and a configuration σ ∈ [q] Λ , we use w σ Λ ′ ,I (σ ′ ) to denote the weight of another coloring σ ′ ∈ [q] Λ ′ conditioning on σ:
For general spin system, Z Λ←σ I is defined as follows,
We only consider general spin system system satisfying the following condition, which is the generalization of Condition 2.1.
, b, A) be a spin system instance, where G = (V, E). For any subset Λ ⊆ V and any partial configuration σ ∈ [q] Λ , it holds that Z Λ←σ
For any subset R ⊆ V \ Λ, let µ σ R,I denote the marginal distribution over colorings of R projected from µ σ I . And the "pseudo marginal probability" κ σ R,I (·) is defined in the same way as in (6):
It is easy to verify that Equations (7), (8) and Proposition 3.1 still holds for general spin system. If b and A are set as in (2), all notations above specialise to those for list colorings. For general spins system, the strong spatial mixing condition for list colorings in Condition 2.2 can be generalized as follows. Recall that S ℓ (v) {u ∈ V | dist G (v, u) = ℓ} denotes the sphere of radius ℓ centered at v ∈ V in G = (V, E). The following theorem holds for general spin system, which is the generalization of Theorem 2.3.
Theorem 7.3 (main theorem for general spin systems). Let S be a family of spin system instances that is closed under edge deletion. Assume S satisfies Condition 7.2 with some finite integer ℓ ≥ 2.
There exists an algorithm which given any spin system instance I = (G, [q], b, A) ∈ S, outputs a perfect sample from µ I within expected running time
The perfect sampler for general spin system is given in Algorithm 3. 
Then, Equation (26) (i) for instance I (since u is not adjacent to R u ∪ S in G); (2) a = X(u) and it must hold that b u (a) > 0 due to Algorithm 3. Then, we have
(a) (i) .
By (30) and the fact τ 1 (R u ) = τ 2 (R u ) = X(R u ), it holds that ∀i ∈ [q] : α
By Condition 7.2, we have
This proves Claim 6.6 for general spin systems.
